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An Energy-Efficient Initialization Algorithm for Random Radio Networks

Binh Thanh DOAN, Christian LAVAU LT, Stephan OLARIU, Vlady RAVELOMANANA

Abstract—A radio network is a distributed system consisting of a large number of tiny sensors with low-power transceivers and no central controller. One of the most important problems in such networks is to minimize the energy consumption, and maximize the network lifetime. In the initialization problem (also known as naming) each of the $n$ indistinguishable (anonymous) nodes in a given network is assigned a unique identifier, ranging from 1 to $n$. We consider a network where $n$ nodes (processors) are randomly deployed in a square (resp. cube) $X$. The network is assumed to be synchronous and the time to be slotted. Two nodes can communicate only if they are at a distance of at most $r$ from each other ($r$ is the transmitting/receiving range). Moreover, if two or more neighbors of a processor $u$ are transmitting concurrently at the same time slot, $u$ cannot receive either of their messages (collision). We suppose also that the nodes have no structural knowledge. To solve the initialization problem, we propose an energy-efficient randomized algorithm running in at most $O(M M M M M)$ time slots, with no station being awake for more than $O(N N N N N)$ time slots.

Index Terms—Multihop networks; self-configuration in ad hoc networks; randomized distributed protocols; initialization; naming; energy efficient algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed multihop wireless networks, such as ad hoc networks sensor networks or radio networks, are gaining in importance as subject of research [20]. Here, a network is a collection of transmitter-receiver devices, referred to as nodes (stations or processors).

Wireless multihop networks are formed by a group of nodes that can communicate with each other over a wireless channel. Nodes or processors come without ready-made links and without centralized controller. The network formed by these processors can be modeled by its reachability graph in which the existence of a directed arc $u \rightarrow v$ means that $v$ can be reached from $u$. If the power of each transmitter/receiver is the same, the underlying reachability graph is symmetric. As opposed to traditional networks, wireless networks are often composed of nodes whose number can be several orders of magnitude higher than the nodes in conventional networks [1]. Sensor nodes are often deployed inside a medium. Therefore, the positions of these nodes need not be engineered or pre-determined. This allows a random and rapid deployment in inaccessible terrains and is well suited to the specific needs for disaster-relief, law enforcement, collaborative computing and other special purpose applications. As customary [2]–[6], [9], [14], [15] the time is assumed to be slotted and nodes can send messages in synchronous rounds or time slots. In each round, every node can act either as a transmitter or as receiver. During a round a station might be either awake or asleep but a sleeping station is totally unreachable. As in [3], [4], [24], we also assume that the amount of information that can be sent by a node at each time slot is unlimited. A node $u$ acting as receiver in a given round gets a message if, and only if, only one of its neighbors is transmitting in the same round. If at least two neighbors of $u$ are transmitting simultaneously, $u$ receives nothing. In other words, the networks is considered not to be able to distinguish between an absence of message and collision(s) (or conflicts). This assumption is motivated by the fact that in many real-life situations, the (tiny) devices used do not always have the capacities to carry out collision detection. Moreover, even if such a detection mechanism were available, it might prove irrelevant, especially in the presence of some noisy channels. It is thus highly desirable to design protocols that are working independently of any collision detection capability.

We consider that a set of $n$ nodes are initially homogeneously scattered in a square $X$ of size $|X|$ (or in a cube $X$ of volume $|X|$). As in several applications, the entities in the network can move; so the topology is unstable. For this reason, we must refrain from assuming too much about the knowledge of the network topology in the design of protocols. In this
work, the nodes are assumed not to have any initial structural information of the network (no topological knowledge, s.a. the size of the network for example). On the other hand, every node knows the number $n$ of participating stations and the measure $|X|$ of the surface $X$ where they are randomly dropped.

Methods to achieve self-configuration and/or self-organization of networking devices appear to be amongst the most important challenges in wireless computing [1]. The initialization (or naming) task is part of these methods: before networking, each node must have a unique identifier (referred to as ID or address). A mechanism that allows the network to create a unique address (ID) automatically for each of its participating nodes is called the address autoconfiguration protocol. In this work, our node are initially indistinguishable. This assumption arises naturally since it may be either difficult or impossible to get interface serial numbers while on missions (see also [9], [14], [15]). Thus, the IDs self-configuration protocols do not have to rely on the existence of serial numbers.

**Previous works.** The problem we address here is to design an energy-efficient distributed protocol for the initialization problem (also known as naming problem). As far as we know, the initialization problem for radio networks was first handled in the seminal papers of Hayashi, Nakano and Olariu [9], [14] for the case when the underlying reachability graph is a complete one. Then, Nakano and Olariu [15] designed an energy-efficient protocol for this problem. In the case of randomly scattered nodes, Ravelomanana [22] presented the first two sublinear randomized initialization algorithms, running in $O(n^{1/2} \log n^{1/2})$ and $O(n^{1/3} \log n^{2/3})$ time slots (resp.), whenever the support $X$ is a square or a cube (resp.). The algorithms in [22] are not energy-efficient, since all stations remain awake during the whole execution of both protocols. Our results. Given a square $X$ of size $|X|$, $n = O(|X|)$ nodes are randomly deployed in $X$ with transmission radius $r = \sqrt{\frac{(1+\ell) \log(n) |X|}{\pi n}}$ ($\ell > 0$). We present a randomized algorithm running in $O(NNNN)$ rounds with no station being awake for more than $O(MMMAM)$ time-slots. It is shown that our sublinear and energy-efficient initialization protocol is at most $O(\frac{\log n}{\log \log n})$ far from optimality, with respect to the number of rounds required. In fact, the running time is of order $O(D \log n) = O(D \Delta)$, where $\Delta$ is the maximum degree of the underlying network and $D$ denotes its eccentricity (hop-diameter). Indeed it was shown in [11] that, under the same settings, the easiest broadcasting problem requires $\Omega(D \log \log n)$ rounds.

**Outline of the paper.** The remainder of this extended abstract is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the principal steps, directions to solve our problem. In Section 2, we present the main steps **Preparation**, **Clustering**, **Local initialization**, **Global initialization** of our result. The ideas behind these steps can be briefly described as follows. In order to schedule all communications, we color the network stations in such a way that any pair $(u, v)$ of nodes at distance $\leq 2$ are assigned two distinct colors. This coloring algorithm suggests a natural scheduling of all the communications in our protocols. This specific algorithm and some others are termed as the **Preparation** protocols. Then, we apply a divide-and-conquer principle: we cluster the graph (**Clustering**) and each cluster is locally initialized (**Local initialization**). Next, a global initialization is performed by means of a random walk between clusters. Such a walk induces a random ordering between clusters, which makes it possible to initialize the whole network as soon as all the clusters are visited. All details, viz. the designs and analysis of our algorithms are then given in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 provides some concluding remarks as well as open problems.

II. MAIN STEPS

A. Fundamental characteristics of the network

In our settings, the $n$ nodes are deployed randomly in a given a square $X$ of size $|X|$ with $n = O(|X|)$. Each node has a transmission radius of $r = \sqrt{\frac{(1+\ell) \log(n) |X|}{\pi n}}$. Under this scenario, we know that with high probability$^2$, the underlying reachability graph satisfies the following main characteristics.

- There exist two constants $c_\ell$ and $C_\ell$ such that the degree $d_v$ of any node $v$ meets the condition $c_\ell n \log n \leq d_v \leq C_\ell n \log n$.
- The graph is $(c_\ell n \log n)$-connected.
- If $D$ denotes the hop-diameter (or diameter) of the network, $D = \Theta(\log n)$.

The reader may refer to [7], [8], [18], [19], [21] and references therein concerning the above characteristics.

---

$^2$Throughout this paper, an event $E_n$ is said to occur **asymptotically almost surely** if, and only if, the probability $Pr[E_n]$ tends to 1 as $n \to \infty$. We also say that $E_n$ occurs with high probability (w.h.p. for short).
B. Preparation

Since all nodes in the radio network are indistinguishable, our first task is to assign temporary distinct IDs (TmpIDs) to all of them. With this end, and since by assumption $n$ is known to each station, each of them is allowed to choose randomly, independently and uniformly a temporary ID (TmpID) from a large enough set, say $[1, n^3]$. It can be shown that in such a process, w.h.p. no nodes draw the same TmpID (see also [22]).

Moreover, collisions can also occur in radio networks when two nodes are trying to transmit to a common neighbor at one same time slot. By applying the procedure **AssignColor** given in [22], we assign colors to the nodes of the network; AssignColor is a 2-hop coloration algorithm. After its invocation, any two nodes at a distance of at most 2-hops from each other are assigned two distinct colors (or codes). Thus, this algorithm induces a natural collision-free scheduling: each node $u$ with color $c(u)$ is allowed to send a message iff $\text{TIME} \mod c(u) = 0$. (The protocol Time gives any such node the knowledge of a current global time).

C. Clustering

The objective of this step is to design a randomized algorithm that partition the set of nodes into disjoint groups. The hop-diameter of each group ranges between $k$ and $2k$, where $k$ is a parameter that will be fixed later in the analysis of the algorithm. In each cluster, there is a specific node called the cluster head (CH for short). The principle of the clustering protocol is simple and intuitive. First, each node becomes a candidate cluster head with a certain probability $p$. If two or more candidate cluster heads are too close from each other (viz. they are within less than $k$-hops distance), all of them must be eliminated but one, which is considered the true cluster head. This can be done by choosing the candidate with the biggest TmpID amongst all others, and the eliminated candidates become normal stations. At the end of the algorithm, we have to collect all the orphan nodes, that is all the nodes which are not in the $k$-hop neighborhood of the newly appointed CH. The orphans choose the nearest CH among all the possible cluster heads in their respective $2k$-hop neighborhoods. During the clustering protocol, every communication is mainly performed by using the 2-hop coloration algorithm mentioned above. This partitioning process is a key ingredient of our initialization algorithm. After the invocation of the clustering protocol, each cluster can be initialized locally.

D. Local initialization

To initialize each cluster locally, a protocol called **Gossip** is used. The idea is very similar to those in [22]. Our protocol is executed distributively by all the stations in all the clusters. Every node in the network transmits its TmpID to all other stations. Our gossiping protocol uses the collision-free scheduler that the coloration algorithm provides, and when a node receives a message $msg$, it appends its TmpID to $msg$ and transmits this new message to all its neighbours. Since the coloration algorithm uses $O(\log n)$ colors, after $O(k \log n)$ time slots, all stations know the TmpIDs of all the others in their cluster. At the end, the rank of the TmpID of a node just becomes its local ID (denoted LOCALID).

Upon termination of the local initialization step, each node owns two “IDs”: its temporary ID (TmpID) and its local ID (LOCALID), according to the cluster where it belongs.

E. Paths between the clusters

In the next step, the paths of communications between each cluster must be constructed. The idea is as follows: during such communications, all nodes are intentionally asleep to save their batteries, except the nodes on these paths. To avoid “energy holes” (on most crowded paths), we have to find out as many paths as possible and swap from one path to another.

F. Global initialization

The global initialization step is performed by means of a gossiping algorithm between all cluster heads just followed by a ranking algorithm. All communications are realized via the paths between clusters (by swaps from one to one).

The figures 1 and 2 below depict and summarize briefly the main steps of the initialization protocol.
III. Detailed Algorithms and Analysis

A. Coloring, broadcasting and gossiping

In this paragraph, we are concerned with 3 basic protocols which will be frequently used and discussed throughout the remainder of the paper. First, the protocol \texttt{ASSIGNCOLOR} is executed (see the design in [22, Section VI]). The running time of \texttt{ASSIGNCOLOR} is $O\left(\log n^2\right)$ and it uses $O\left(\log n\right)$ colors. After the execution of \texttt{ASSIGNCOLOR}, any two nodes within 2 hops-distance received two distinct codes (colors) with probability tending to 1 as $n \to \infty$.

Once it is well-colored, the network is collision-free and we are now ready to design the broadcasting protocol, whose pseudo-code is given in Fig. 3.

It is easily seen that such protocol works in $O(k \log n)$ time-slots (under the condition that the randomized coloring algorithm succeeds with probability 1, i.e, if it does not err).

Based upon \texttt{BROADCAST}, one can design a gossiping algorithm. In the gossiping problem, the task is to disseminate the information contained in each node to all the others. Such a protocol can be derived from the broadcasting one by changing a few lines, as described in Fig. 4.

Since there are $O(\log n)$ colors and $k$ steps, \texttt{GOSSIP}(k) runs in the same execution time as \texttt{BROADCAST}(k): $O(k \log n)$.

B. Random clustering

In order to apply a divide-and-conquer algorithm, a \texttt{CLUSTERING} protocol is used, which works as follows. First, each station chooses to be a candidate cluster head (CH) with a certain probability $p$ (to be specified later in the analysis). The protocol meets the following specifications:

(i) each cluster has a CH;

(ii) each node knows its CH, which is at most within $2k$ hops-distance;

(iii) any two CHs are at a distance of at least $k + 1$ hops from each other.

Therefore, there exist randomly chosen candidates in the support area $X$. In order to satisfy specification (iii) given above, some candidates which are too close from each other must be eliminated. By using a broadcasting protocol at a distance $k$ (which can be done with \texttt{BROADCAST}), each candidate CH can detect whether there exist some other candidates in its $k$-hop neighborhood. The candidate with the biggest $\texttt{TmpID}$ becomes a true CH and all others are eliminated.

Finally, the orphans (stations without CH) are collected by each CH, which executes a protocol with a specific message: each orphan can actually choose the nearest CH in its $2k$-neighborhood:

---

1. **Procedure** \texttt{COLLECT}(j :: integer)
2. **Begin**
3. For each node $u$ Do
4. If $u$ is a cluster head Then
5. Repeat $(100 \times j \times \log n)$ times
6. If $(\text{TIME mod } c(u)) \equiv 0$ Then
7. Transmit($\text{TmpID},1$)
8. End Repeat
9. End.
10. End.
The average number of candidate stations is given by counting the number of candidate stations. nodes, i.e., the nodes that need a cluster head. 2 station belongs to a specified cluster and knows its support area at the candidate stations achieve a full coverage of the support area. The complexity of Theorem 1: If \( (\text{TIME} \mod c(u)) \equiv 0 \) Then \[ \text{TRANSMIT}(\text{CLUSTER}(u), \text{distance} + 1); \] \[ \text{End Repeat} \] \[ \text{End If} \] \[ \text{End} \] \[ \text{End} \] \[ \text{End.} \] The above protocol is designed to collect the orphan nodes, i.e., the nodes that need a cluster head. The pseudo-code of the Clustering protocol is therefore given below.

Procedure Clustering\((k : \text{integer}, p : \text{float})\)

Begin

Step 1: Each station chooses to be a CANDIDATE cluster head with probability \( p \);

Step 2: For each CANDIDATE station run Broadcast\((\text{TMPID}, k)\);

Step 3: Upon receiving a broadcasting message, eliminate the candidates with a smaller TMPID than the ID(s) of some other(s) candidate(s);

Step 4: The remaining candidates which are now cluster heads broadcast their TMPID by means of Collect\((\text{TMPID}, 2k)\) to inform the stations at 2k-hop distance of their presence and status;

Step 5: For each node \( u \), Clustering\((u)\) is set to the nearest cluster head among the nodes that invoked protocol Collect. End.

We have the following result.

Theorem 1: The complexity of Clustering \((k, n, k^2(1+\ell)\log(n)\) is \( O\left( \max(k \log n, \log(n)^4) \right) \) time slots. After Clustering, with high probability any station belongs to a specified cluster and knows its cluster head, which is within a distance of at most 2k hops.

Proof: By choosing \( p \cong \frac{9}{k^2(1+\ell)\log(n)} \), we make sure that the disks with radius \( k \times r \) that are centered at the candidate stations achieve a full coverage of the support area \( X \). More precisely, let \( \xi \) be the random variable counting the number of candidate stations. The average number of candidate stations is given by \( E(\xi) = np = n \frac{9\pi}{k^2(1+\ell)\log(n)} \). By using Chernoff bounds, we know that \( \xi = \Theta\left( \frac{n}{k^2(1+\ell)\log(n)} \right) \) w.h.p., since \( \frac{n}{k^2(1+\ell)\log(n)} \to \infty \). In fact, standard calculus just yields \[ P\left( \frac{1}{3}E(\xi) \leq \xi \leq 2E(\xi) \right) \leq 1 - \exp\left( -O(E(\xi)) \right). \]

Now, we use the result of Muthukrishnan and Pandurangan [25, Theorem 3.2]. If \( \frac{1}{3}E(\xi)k^2r^2 > 2.83|X| \), the disks generated by the candidate stations ensure a full coverage of the support area \( |X| \) w.h.p. Next, it is easily seen that the elimination of two “colliding” candidate CHs can be worked out by using the Broadcast protocol. Similarly, any station which still needs a cluster head is assigned the closest CH in its 2k-hops neighborhood, by means of the COLLECT protocol. Finally, Clustering consists of AssignColor and Broadcast, whose running times are \( O(\log(n)^4) \) (cf. [22]) and \( O(k \log n) \), respectively. Hence, the complexity of Clustering is clearly \( O(\max(k \log n, \log(n)^4)) \) time slots.

C. Learning the neighborhood and local initialization

The aim of the protocol TotalKnowledge is to allow each node to “learn” the topology of its \( i \)-hops neighborhood, where \( i \) is a parameter of the procedure. In order to construct the adjacency matrix of its neighbors, a node uses a local procedure called AppendToAdjacencyMatrix. It works as follows:

- Every node \( u \) maintains a local list \( L(u) \), initialized to \( L(u) := \text{TMPID}(u) \to \text{NIL} \).
- Upon receiving the number of its direct neighbors \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_{d_u} \), \( u \) updates \( L(u) \) which becomes \( L(u) := \text{TMPID}(u) \to v_1 \ldots v_{d_u} \to \text{NIL} \).
- Next, its neighbors \( v_1, \ldots, v_{d_u} \) send their respective lists, namely \( L(v_1), \ldots, L(v_{d_u}) \), that \( u \) appends to its current list and constructs its neighborhood adjacency matrix.

Clearly, after \( i \) steps each participating node can build its own \( i \times i \) adjacency matrix, which represents its \( i \)-hops neighborhood.

The procedure TotalKnowledge running AppendToAdjacencyMatrix is as follows.

Procedure TotalKnowledge\((i : \text{integer})\)

Begin

3 Each node \( u \) with \( \text{TMPID}(u) \) and color \( c(u) \) maintains a list \( L(u) := \text{TMPID}(u) \);
CLUSTERING is the combination of the previous algorithm and the protocol CLUSTERING. Each node u allows the nodes to construct all paths deterministically, one after another, between any two neighboring clusters. It ensures that these stations have the right required adjacency submatrix (which size is at most 2k × 2k).

E. Gossiping between clusters and main results

Using the paths of length at most 4k, a gossiping algorithm is now runned on the graph of clusters. To synchronize, each TIME-SLOT is divided into 4k time-slots. And in each BIGTIME-SLOT, (en gros les frames, i.e. les O(k) time-slots qui permuttent) TITAN path between 2 adjacent clusters are used to communicate between clusters. The gossiping algorithm is therefore deterministic and in each time slot, every node knows exactly what to do either sleeping or communicating.

Lemma 2: Let Cluster(i) and Cluster(j) be two adjacent clusters. W.h.p., there exists at least O(k²) disjoint paths between Cluster(i) and Cluster(j).

Proof: Let c₁k and c₂k be the hop-radius of the clusters. Clearly 1 ≤ c₁ ≤ 2 and 1 ≤ c₂ ≤ 2. As shown in Fig. 6, there exists a square S of surface |S| = O(k²r²) between the two clusters.

Each node u runs TO talKno wledge(4k) independently. After what, u owns the adjacency matrix of all its 4k-hops neighbors. With this information, and knowing the topology of all its neighboring clusters, Bellman-Ford algorithm is runned. Every node can thus deterministically build the same routing table between any given pair (s, t) of stations within two neighboring clusters, as shown in Fig. 5. So, having the same choice of the pair (s, t) is important for all involved nodes; e.g., the first pair (s, t) between two given clusters may be taken as the smallest two LOCALIDs in both ones. If such a (s, t)-path exists, the Bellman-Ford algorithm executed by the participating stations will find it. Observe that the latter algorithm is not runned distributively. The choice of the parameter 4k makes it sure that these stations have the right required adjacency submatrix (which size is at most 2k × 2k).

D. Paths construction between clusters

Each node u runs TOTAL KNOWLEDGE(4k) independently. After what, u owns the adjacency matrix of all its 4k-hops neighbors. With this information, and knowing the topology of all its neighboring clusters, Bellman-Ford algorithm is runned. Every node can thus deterministically build the same routing table between any given pair (s, t) of stations within two neighboring clusters, as shown in Fig. 5. So, having the same choice of the pair (s, t) is important for all involved nodes; e.g., the first pair (s, t) between two given clusters may be taken as the smallest two LOCALIDs in both ones. If such a (s, t)-path exists, the Bellman-Ford algorithm executed by the participating stations will find it. Observe that the latter algorithm is not runned distributively. The choice of the parameter 4k makes it sure that these stations have the right required adjacency submatrix (which size is at most 2k × 2k).
Fix \( i \in [1, m] \). Denote by \( r_{\text{CON}} \) the transmission range required to have a connected graph inside \( S_i \). Among other results, Penrose [18] proved (with our notations) that if \( N_i/S_i = O(1) \) then

\[
\lim_{N_i \to \infty} \Pr \left[ \pi \frac{N_i}{|S_i|^2} r_{\text{CON}}^2 - \log(N_i) \leq \omega \right] = \exp \left( -e^{-\omega} \right).
\]

(1)

Now, suppose that \( m = O(k^2) \). Thus,

\[
\frac{\log(N_i) \times |S_i|}{N_i} = \Theta \left( \log \left( \frac{k^2 n^2}{m} \right) \right) = O(\log \log n).
\]

In our case, since the transmission range satisfies \( r^2 = O(\log n) \), the subgraph inside \( S_i \) is connected with probability greater than \( \exp \left( -n^{O(1)} \right) \). Since the number of LAMMELES is at most polynomial in \( n \) (this growth is much less than so the proba is OK!)... TITAN HELP, please.

As an immediate consequence, we have:

**Theorem 3:** Given \( n \) randomly deployed stations on a support area \( X \) of size \( |X| = O(n) \), suppose that their radius of transmission is set to \( r = \sqrt{\frac{\log(n)|X|}{\pi n^2}} \). For any \( k \ll \frac{1}{\log n} \), the initialization runs in \( O(k \times \sqrt{n \log n}) \) rounds with no station being awake for more than \( O \left( \max \left( \frac{n \log n}{k}, \log n, \log(n)^4 \right) \right) \) time-slots.

**Proof:** The running time is given by SI each cluster est pris comme un sommet ... \( O(k \times D \times \log n) = O(k \sqrt{n \log n}) \). By swapping between the paths between adjacent clusters, each node is used every \( O(\log n) \) time-slots. bla bla bla

**Corollary 4:** Under the same settings as in Theorem 3, there exists a randomized initialization algorithm running in \( O(n^{3/4} \log(n)^{5/4}) \) time-slots with no station being awake for more than \( O(n^{1/4} \log(n)^{3/4}) \) rounds.

**IV. Conclusion**

**References**


